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Wiley Blevins will explain why quality decodable 
texts are an essential early learning tool and how 
you can distinguish the good from the bad. He’ll 
offer strategies for practical lessons and routines 
for using decodable texts to build children’s 
phonics and fluency skills, as well as tips on 
selecting strong decodable texts and what to do if 
you don’t have any. Viewers will leave with ideas 
for lessons, knowledge about how to use 
decodable texts to build reading, writing, 
vocabulary, and comprehension skills, and much 
more.
This webinar is a must-attend for teachers of 
Kindergarten – Grade 2.







Decodable Texts:
Enhancing Their Impact



My History with Decodable Texts



Renewed Interest in This Instructional Tool

•What Are Decodable Texts?

•Why Are They an Important Early 
Learning Tool?

•How Can We Enhance Their Use 
in Our Phonics Instruction?



Science of Reading

• We have a large body of knowledge on how 
children learn to read—from educational 
researchers, linguists, cognitive psychologists 
(brain researchers), and so on.

• This knowledge is largely unknown by classroom 
teachers.

• This knowledge is largely untaught in colleges of 
education (teacher prep courses).

• The knowledge is ignored in many reading 
programs.



Models of Reading



Models of Reading



Reasons Why Your Phonics                        
Instruction Sometimes Fails

1. Inadequate or non-existent review and repetition cycle 
2. Lack of application to real reading and writing 

experiences 
3. Inappropriate reading materials to practice skills 
4. Ineffective use of the gradual release model 
5. Too much time lost during transitions 
6. Limited teacher knowledge of researched-based 

phonics routines and linguistics 
7. Inappropriate pacing of lessons 
8. No comprehensive or cumulative mastery assessment 

tools 
9. Transitioning to multisyllabic words too late
10. Overdoing it (especially isolated skill work)



Daily Application 
to Reading and Writing

It’s in the application 
where the learning STICKS!



Schedule A
10 minutes: Action Rhyme Review 
10 minutes: Phonemic Awareness (rhyme: Reutzel, 2015)
5 minutes: Introduce Letter-Sound and Model Blending
5 minutes: Read Story

Schedule B
5 minutes: Review warm-up (cumulative)
5 minutes: Phonemic Awareness (oral segmentation)
5 minutes: Introduce Letter-Sound and Model Blending
10 minutes: Read Story
5 minutes: Writing Follow-Up

Which Schedule?



Schedule A
5 minutes a day
25 minutes a week
900 minutes a school year (15 hours)

Schedule B
15 minutes a day
75 minutes a week
2,700 minutes a school year (45 hours)

The Impact of Schedule



I
see
▲ = a
■ = t
◉ = c

I see   ▲ ◉▲■.

Why Decodable (Accountable) Texts?
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Why Decodable Texts?



What Are Decodable Readers?

Phonics Readers

• most of the words can be sounded 
out based on the phonics skills taught

• each book usually focuses on one 
target phonics skill

• the books are organized using a 
specific scope and sequence

• designed to help students achieve 
phonics mastery



New Findings
Recent Brain Research (Stanford) 

• Beginning readers who focus on letter-sound relationships, or phonics, 
instead of trying to learn whole words, increase activity in the area of their 
brains best wired for reading. 

• That is, words learned using letter-sounds activate the left side of the brain. 
This is where the visual and language regions of the brain reside. 
(characteristic of skilled readers)

• Words learned using a whole-word method activate the right side of the brain. 
(characteristic of children and adults who struggle with reading) 

Beginning Texts: The Battleground

faster start, but hit a wall



Patterned, Leveled Texts: Whole Word



WHOLE WORD

INCIDENTAL 

PHONICS with 

LIMITED 

APPLICATION

What Does This Mean?



Decodable (Phonics) Readers



PHONICS BASED

DAILY APPLICATION

DEVELOPS STRONG 

READING 

BEHAVIORS

What Does This Mean?



3 Cueing Systems

The TEXT 
determines the 

cues children use

If you can’t sound out most of the words, what are you doing? 
What habits are we developing in our beginning readers?



Juel and Roper-Schneider (1985) 
(effects of text vs. instruction) Brain Research Helping Us 

Confirm
 and Understand Why

Decodable Text Studies



The Current Conversation

NOT a productive place to be.
WHAT WE NEED . . . a more nuanced conversation



Decodable Texts: A Definition (CA)



Let’s Talk About Cues

Short a, Short i, Consonants 



English Learners



Add Decodable Texts to Small Group Reading 
to Accelerate Mastery

• Focus skills to reinforce during reading
• Affects follow-up activities
• Use to evaluate student writing
• Assess



Create Accountable Sentences

• Use words with 
phonics skills—
new and review.

• Use high-frequency 
words.

• Base sentences on 
readings from the 
week.



Instructive
Comprehensible

Engaging

Decodable Text: A Criteria

Becoming a Nation of Readers 
1985

Turn These Into POWERFUL, IMPACTFUL Learning Tools



Choose Accountable Texts Worth Reading

Fiction and Informational

Sadlier

Benchmark Education

Scholastic



Build Vocabulary



habitat

Preteach 1 word “about” the story and reinforce during and after the reading.

Build and Reinforce Vocabulary



1. Focus on word with new phonics skill.
2. Prompt students to find detail and 

support with text evidence.
3. Ask higher-level question.
4. Make Inference.
5. Connect to students’ lives.

Focus on Decoding and Comprehension

Repeated Reading for Fluency



1. Write story retelling 
or extension.

2. Use characters 
in a new setting.

3. Write what you learned.

SENTENCE FRAMES or 
SENTENCE STARTERS
For English Learners
The girl went to _______.
She went on a ________.
In Spain, she __________.

Add Writing to Follow-Up Work



Reading and writing 
float on a sea of talk.

James Britton



Internalize Story Structure



Making Irregular English Words Really Stick

Did you know . . . 

Only 13 words account for 25% of the words 
in print.

a, and, for, he, is, in, it, of, that, the, to, was, you

Only 100 words account for 50% of the words 
in print.

Introduce High-Frequency Words?



I see a cat.

Traditional Teaching Routine



Letters Stored

Sounds 
Stored

Meaning 
Stored

Brain Research



STEP � Introduce in Context
“I see a cat,” said Pam.

STEP � Read (SEGMENT, then discuss known sound-spellings)
/s/ = s /d/ = d       ai = irregular

STEP � Spell
s  a  i d

STEP � Write
said

STEP � Extend (Writing, Connect to Known Words)
(oral and written sentence frames or sentence starters)

ORTHOGRAPHIC 

MAPPING

Stronger Routine



Problem Words

Addressed in Scope and Sequence



there
where

to come give could
do some live should
who would

Pattern Detectors Addressed in Scope and Sequence

Not So Irregular



Lesson Plan



Lesson Plan



Decodable Texts:
Enhancing Their Impact



Additional Phonics Resources



It is an honor and responsibility to give 
the gift of reading to children.

Thank you for all that you’re doing!

wbny@aol.com



Benchmark Education’s latest decodables 
(including a low-cost black-and-white class set option)
https://goto.benchmarkeducation.com/acton/media/34723/benchmark-
education-decodable-readers?sid=TV2:zEfwnZii4

Scholastic’s Phonics Readers (coming in February 2021)
https://shop.scholastic.com/teachers-ecommerce/teacher/books/phonics-
first-little-readers-classroom-set-9781338717556.html

Sadlier From Phonics to Reading (with embedded Decodable Readers)
https://schoolstore.sadlier.com/from-phonics-to-reading

Recommended Decodables

https://goto.benchmarkeducation.com/acton/media/34723/benchmark-education-decodable-readers?sid=TV2:zEfwnZii4
https://shop.scholastic.com/teachers-ecommerce/teacher/books/phonics-first-little-readers-classroom-set-9781338717556.html
https://schoolstore.sadlier.com/from-phonics-to-reading

